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ABSTRACT
This report provides an overview ofan educational psychology internship at
Cabot College of Applied Aru and Teclmology. and Continuing Education. The
placement section addresses the setting. the goals and objectives, the implementation and
evaluation of the internship, and the intern's personal reflections. The research component
addresses the effectiveness ofthe Canadian Adult Achievement Test (eAAT) in predicting
ooUege grade point average for mature students. Results indicate that, for this population.
scores obtained on the eAAT were poor predictors ofGPA Limitations aCthe current
study and recommendations for future research are also discussed.
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCfION
One of the program options available for graduate students pursuing the Master of
Education Degree in Educational Psychology at Memorial University ofNewfoundland is
participation in an internship, The internship consists ofa twelve-week placement in an
approved professional setting and is intended to permit the intern to gain funher practical
experience in the educational psychology field. In addition to the wide range of
professional activities in which interns are typically expected to engage. they are also
required to conduct a research study deemed appropriate 10 such a field placement. The
study must be integrated into the internship experience and provide an opponunity for
interns 10 systematically examine some aspect oftheir professional service.
The following criteria were developed by the Educational Psychology graduate
program to establish the appropriateness and implementation oflhe internship:
It conunences only after a satisfactory perfonnance is achieved in an approved
practicum.
2. It commences only after successful completion of all course work (including
practicum) required for the degree program as defined by the University Calendar
3. First consideration will be given to candidates who have had little experience in
the working milieu which they will enter.
4. Interested students IDUSt submit and have approved by the Ethics Committee. •
fonnaI internship proposal, including among other points. • statement of
professional goals and expectations for the iatemship.
5. An intern must be enrolled full-time during the time ofhi.Y'her internship. He/she
may oct receive reimbursement for services rendered during the internship but
will be eligible for fellowships and assistantships as provided by University
regulatiol\li.
An internship at. • posr.·sccondary institution .....as col\liidered most appropriate by
this intern for the foUowing reasons:
It would allow the intern to gain practical experience in assessment and
c:ounsd1ing and to apply theoretic&! concepts learned during the formal part ofthe
prowam.
2. It would provide opportunities for the intern to receive direct professional
supervision in assessment, counselling and IIWI)' other professional activities.
3. The intern would be given the opportunity to broaden his knowledge aboullhe
educational psychology profession $0 !hat he would be better able 10 direct his
future career deveJopment.
4. A post.secondary placement would provide the intern with the opportunity to
become familiar with test instruments designed specifically for adults, and to
apply previously learned counselling techniques to the adult population.
The [ntemlhip Setting
Prior to choosing the internship setting, the following issues had to be considered
by the intern:
The quality of professional supervision available at the internship setting.
2. The quality ofleaming opportunities and experiences likely to be available at the
setting.
3. The relevancy to, and usefulness of, such experiences in the actual setting in
which the intern ultimately expected to work.
4. The availability oftime for fuU·time involvement of the intem for a minimum of
twelve consecutive weeks.
s. Availability ofa qualified supervisor on-site.
6. Ready access to a Faculty supervisor during the internship period.
Cabot College of Applied Ans and Technology was chosen as the setting for the
internship. Cabot is well known both provincially and nationally as an educational training
centre offering a variety of accredited programs which are recognized nationally. There
are approximately 3.500 full-time studeots, repcesenting various age groups, mending
Cabot in the Adult Basic Education, Trades, Teclulology. Medical Sciences, Business and
Applied Arts, and Cont:in.Wlg and Community Education programs. The mission
statement of Cabot CoUege highlights a commitment to quality education. In the CoUege
Calendar (Cabot CoUege 1995·1996) it states that the intent is: "To provide a broad range
ofeducational opportunities of consistently high quality in response to the changing
educational needs ofthe community" (p.IO).
During the internship. the intern was affiliated with the Division ofStudent
Services. This division ofthc college includes the several resource areas ofTcsting and
Counse11ing Servicc:s., the Registnr's Office, Student Main., Fanancial Aid Services.,
Health Setvices, Library and Audio Vtsuai Services, SportS and Recreation, and Office of
the Dean. The intern's main duties included testing and counsdlin& but he also worIr::cd
indirectJywithintheotherresoun:eareas.
Through thejoint SlJpport ofDr. William Kennedy, Coordinator ofthe Educational
Psychology graduate program at Memorial, and Mr. lohn Harnett, Educational
Psychologist, Cabot CoUege, the CoUege Administration agreed to the placement of the
intern for twelve consecutive weeks. April 29, 199610 luly 19, 1996. Allhough student
enroUment could be expected 10 drop as low as 3SO during this period ohime, there was
confidence that sufficient opponunity would be provided 10 meet alll~ inlernship
objectives including the requirements for the internship.
Intem,hjp Go.I,
The ultimate goal for the iJuernship was to gain further practical experience which
would cnbaoce the professional growth and development ofthe intern. To achieve this., a
number of specific goals were identified and pursued. These included:
To become familiar with the programs and services provided by the college.
2. To become familiar with the duties and services provided by the educational
psychologistS in a post-secondary institution.
3. To administer and interpret a wide variety of psychological tests including
aptitude. interest, achievement. intelligence, and diagnostic instruments.
4. To gain experience in offering personal and career counselling to students of
Cabot and further develop knowledge ofcounselling theories and techniques
5. To take pan in any inservices, workshops or professional development
meetings that may occur during the internship period.
6. To develop collaborative relationships and consult, where appropriate, with
instructors, coordinators. and Deans., concerning individual students.
1. To develop an area of research focused on detennining the effectiveness of the
Canadian Adult Achievement Test (eMT) in predicting colIege grade point
average (OPA) for mature students. (For a complete description, see Chapter III).
Supervision and Ev.lu.tion 0rln1ern
The responsibility for tile supervision ofthe intern was shared by the Faculty of
Education at Memorial University and the Division ofStudent Services at Cabot CoUege.
The Field Supervisors had the following responsibilities:
To consult with the intern and his Faculty Supervisor during the period when his
internship proposal was being developed.
2. To have primary responsibility for the on-going supervision ofthe intern's
assessment and counseUing activities.
3. To facilitate the intern's access to appropriate professional opponunities and to
professional per50lUlei at Cabot essential to a full and successful internship
experience.
4. To meet with the intern and the Faculty Supervisor midway through the
internship period to assess the intern's progress and detennine any changes in the
internship as needed.
Faculty or Education Supervison
The Faculty ofEdueation Supervisors were responsible for assisting the intern in
the preparation of the internship proposal, including the research component. They
collaborated and consulted with the Field Supervisors during the internship period; were
readily available for consultation both during and after the internship; and supervised the
reseacchprojcct.
~
Faculty ofEdueation Supervisors: (I) Dr. Dennis Sharpe, Cert. Ed. (Loughborough
CoUege), B.Ed., M.Ed. (Alberta), Ph.D. (Texas A&M); (2) Dr. William KeMedy, BA
(St. Mary's), 8.Ed. (Dalhousie), M.A. (St. Francis Xavier), Ph.D. (Alberta).
Field Supervisors: (1) Mr. John Harnett, BA (MUN), M.Ed. (MUN); (2) Ms. Brenda
Newhook, B.Ed. (MUN), M.Ed. (MUN); and (l) Mr. David Touchings, B.Ed. (MUN),
M.Ed(MUN).
Supervision and evaluation were conducted in the following manner:
Regular meetings were held with the Field Supervisors to discuss the progress of
the intern during the internship and to address and discuss any concerns the intern
""".
2. During the fifth week ofthe internship, Dr. Kennedy met with Mr. Harnett and the
intern to assess the intern's progress and discuss any concerns the intern was
having.
The intern also met with Dr. Sharpe on several occasions throughout the
internship period to discuss the developments ofthe research project the intern
had undertaken.
CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
This section nfthe report describes the activities carried out by the intern for the
internship period April 29. to July 19, 1996.
Psydloeduc:ational A55t5Sm~nt
One nfthe major responsibilities of the educational psychologists on staff at Cabot
is to provide psychodcduC8tional assessments for students who have been referred for this
service. Psycheducational assessment may be defined as a process of ascertaining a
student's academic strengths and weaknesses and, based upon these strengths and
weaknesses, making recommendations conducive to the academic success of the student
(Sattler. 1992).
During the internship, the intern conducted nine psychoeducalional assessments.
Four ofthese students were referred to the intern by the learning disability specialist. three
were referred by teachers and staffofthe college, and two were referred by one of the
coUcge counsellors.
Prior to administering an assessment, the intern would set up an interview with the
student. The purpose ofthis initial interview was to establish rapport with the client and
to obtain relevant background information which may be nruse to the intern when
analyzing the results of the assessment and making recommendations.
Following the interview, the nature ofthe referral determined which assessment
tools the intern would administer. In cases where it was expected that a learning disability
may exist, the intern would always administer an intelligence test and an achievement test.
A discrepancy in scores obtained on both measures is considered the most valid indicator
that a learning disability may exist (Lerner, 1995). The Wecltsler Adult Intelligence
Scale-Revised (WAlS.R) was the intelligence test employed in all cases. The intern used
this instrument because of its excellent validity, high reliability, and good administration
procedures (Swier, 1992). The achievement tens used for the assessments included the
Woodcock 10hnson·Reviscd (Wl·R). the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test (WIAT),
and the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT). The specific achievement measure
depended on such factors as the scores and pattem of scores obtained on the WAIS-R. the
nature of the referral, the age of the client and time constraints.
Throughout the internship, the intern also had to familiarize himself with the
administration, scoring, and interpretation of several standardized tests for career
counselling purposes. One such test included the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB).
Such aptitude tests are imponant because they have the potential to identify abilities of
which a person may not be aware. They also encourage the development of special or
potential abilities ofan individual and provide infonnation to assist a person in making
educational and career decisions or other choices between competing alternatives. Given
that many ofthe clients who sought career counselling services were unaware of their
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abilities., the GATB proved to be • useful tool for such students.
The Self-Directed Search (50S) is another assessment tool the intern administered
during the internship. The 5DS is an interest inventory which attempts to identify a
person's interests and match such interests with specific occupations. Many of the intern's
clients were not certain ofthe career they wished to pursue. The SDS proved an effective
tool for these clients.
During the internship, the intern assumed respollSl.Dility for the administration,
.scoring, and interpretation ofthe Canadian Adult Achievement Test (eAAT). The eAAT
is a battery oftests designed to measure the level ofeducational achievement among
adults. Mature students applying to Cabot are required to write the eAAT. A mature
student is one who: has not graduated from high school or who has graduated but did nOI
achieve a 60"/0 in their core Level mcourses such as mathematics. language, literature and
science. The purpose of administering this test is to determine whether prospective
students might have the academic skills necessary to succeed in the program of their
choice.
The intern was responsible for contacting prospective students and informing them
ofwhcre and when the lest would be written. Administration of the CAAT took place
every second wtelc:. The intern administered the CAAT on five separate occasions 10 a
total of78 students.
II
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After completing any of the assessments., the intern would score, interpret and
write up • psychocducational repon. This tepon would include such things as identifying
information, reason for referral. test results.. interpretation and a summary with
recommeodations. A copy of these rcsuIu were provided to the student or prospective
student, and in cases where the student consented, a copy was provided for inilructors.
Post-Auellsment Interview
Once the intern wrote the psychoedueational repon, he then scheduled a
post-assessment interview with the student. The purpose of scheduling such an interview
was to explain the results of the assessment to the student and to answer any questions. A
conunon concern voiced by three clients during initial interview sessions, was a belief that
their academic difficulties were attributable to intellectual deficiencies. However, scores
obtained on the WAIS-R provided contrary evidence; these students were found 10 be of
at least average inleUigence. The intern ensured that the clients were aware oflhis fact
during the post-assessment interview. These clients expressed relief upon hearing this
information because they believed themselves to be slow leamers who were not capable of
mastering the school curricula. The intern also explained the differences between
intelligence and achievement and provided an explanation as to why they may not be
achieving at a level predicted by their respective IQ scores.
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For those students who wrote the CAAT. it was not a normal policy afthe College
to conduct a post-assessment interview. However. ifthese students wished to meet with
the intern and discuss the results ofthe assessment, the intern made himselfavailable.
Indiyidu81 Counselling
The major role aCthe counseUors on staffat Cabot College is to provide personal
and career counselling to students who request this service. Although the intern's area of
expertise is in assessment, he also assumed a counselling role during the internship. A5
stated earlier, there are two different types ofeducational psychologists working at Cabot;
the learning disability specialist and the counsellor. Engaging in the counselling role
allowed the intern to gain valuable practical experience in both domains.
During the internship. the intern counselled 10 clients for a total of 15 sessions.
This number does not include telephone contact with students or prospective students.
Six ofthese clients sought assistance in the area ofcareer' counselling. Issues included
making "the right decision" regarding occupational training, the length of training
programs. detennining which schools offered specific programs. job prospects and annual
income expected. Four ofthese clients had academic concerns lhat were not ofa career
nature. These included requests for peer tutors, re·read of examinations and questions
about what to do in the case: of academic dismissal. The following case example represents
typical counselling sessions undertaken by this intern.
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CueE:umple
-lane,· a twenty year old woman, was rcfened to the intern by a faculty member.
During the initial counselling session, Jane expressed her concern that she was unable to
decide upon a career path. She also informed the intern that she was eager to return to
school and prepare for a career which would guarantee financial security. The intern spent
time wonning lane about how the world ofwork has changed drastically over the past
twenty years and that it is no longer likely that a person will spend his or her entire life in
one occupation. The intern also infonned Jane that he could provide her with information
on which areas ofworit are predicted to be on the rise as we approach the year 2000.
However, he felt it was imponant that lane recognize the imponance of having personal
satisfaction with one's career. This issue was explored in depth with Jane. Throughout
the counselling session, Jane repeatedly stated that she was unsure what type ofcareer
would best match her interests. The intern informed her of the various assessments that
were available to assist in directing this search. The intern scheduled two more meetings
with Jane; one to explore her interests and another to assess her aptitudes. After scoring
the assessments, Jane was contacted to discuss the results. The interest inventory scores
suggested that Jane's interests were very similar to those people employed as computer
programmers. Aptitude assessment results suggested that lane possessed the potential to
succeed in science-based programs. Taken togetller, the results suggested that Jane could
excel in and enjoy a career in computer science. Jane informed the intern that she had
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considered enrolling in a computer course at the CoUege but was not certain it was
something she wanted to do. During this session, the intern also provided Jane with
information on the job prospects for the next ten years. Such information indicated thai:
computer programming is & career area which is expected to develop and expand. The
intern also provided Jane with information on the computer programs offered at the
CoUegc and explained the similarities and difference amongst each. The intern closed the
session by extending to Jane the opportunity for further career counselling ifneeded.
Consultation
The educational psychologist's role as consultant is onc that is gaining popularity
in both practice and the literature (Barletta, 1995; Brown. 1993; Daughtery, 1992; Hall &
Lin, 1994). Consultation may be defined as a relationship between two or more people
that is characterized by advice giving (Umansky & HaDaway, 1984). Its ultimate purpose.
in an educational setting, is to benefit the student. In a consultative relationship, an
educational psycllologist may assume the role ofconsultant or consullee. The consultant
is the person who offers advice, whereas the consultee seeks advice. During the
internship, the intern assumed both a conSllltant and consultee role. As a consultant. the
intern offered advice, provided requested information, and provided recommendations to
students. instructors and parents. As a consultee, the intern requested information from
various college personnel and sought the advice of the counsellors and learning disability
specialist on matters concerning the intern's clients. Case A portrays the intern as a
consultant. whereas Case B portrays the intern as a consultee.
Cue A
During the internship, "Ms. Ooe~, an instroctOf at the CoUege., approached the
intern for suggestions on how she could best meet the academic needs ofone of her
students, ·Jack~. Jack was experiencing academic difficulties with his program. She
reported that he had significant reading and writing problems. The intern inquired about
Jack's ability to respond orally to questions. Ms. Doe responded that he perfonned well
on such tasks. Based on this infonnation, the intern suggested alternate ways in which
Ms. Doe could evaluate Jack. including oral testing rather than pen and paper lesting,
and/or using multiple choice lestS as opposed to essay type tests. The intern also
suggested that Jack be referred for a psychoeducational assessment to determine his
academic strengths and needs.
CueS
On one occasion, a student inquired about living arrangements available in the
surrounding area. The intern was unsure if the College provided students with housing
assistance. The intern contacted the Student Services secretary who promptly provided
him with an up-to-date list of boarding houses and apanments in St. John's. The intern
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contacted the student and informed him that there was a boarding house list. and that he
couJd pick up a copy at Student Services during daytime hours.
Workfbop!IJnservic;c TrJininglConferencg
During the internship, the intern had the opportunity to attend a number of training
workshops. inservices and conferences which were hdd both on and offcampus. A brief
overview of these events is provided.
The Changing Work Dynamic Conference
This was a two day conference held at the Delta Hotel on May 8-9. It was
sponsored by Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC). Career counsellors from
HRDC and guidance counseUors from various schools and colleges in Newfoundland and
Labrador were amongst those in altcndance. During the two days, the intern attended and
participated in the following sessions:
1. "Choias CT (Career TransitionjOl' Adulis"· This session provided an
overview of "Choices", a computer.based software package that supports self-awareness
and assessment., career exploration and career decision making activities. The intern
thought this software package to be an effective tool for career counselling with adults
and high school students.
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2. "W1Iut!' Hasdte Silwr plaJtu Gone?· - This session provided the intern
with an <M:t'Viewofthe services pnMdcd by 11wJob Finding Clllb•• 1ocal agency whose
aim is to help people find employmalt. The iotcm found this session very informative and
became aware ofseveral ways which individuals <:an make themselves more emp1oyable.
These included establishingjob networks,. sean:hing foe jobs through the Internet, writing
resumes and cover letters which get noticed by potential employers, and the development
of effective interview strategies.
3. 'Stem-Net as a Toolfor Career and lAbor Market I"jonna/ion· •
During this session the intern learned bow to access relevant and timely career and labour
muket information through Stem-Net The intern found this presentation to be very
informative as many employers are using the Internet and Stem-Net when scelcing
employees. Searches can be made through CanWorte. http://freon.ingenia.comI-
canwortnet; National Graduate Register-. hnp1fngr.schooI.nd.caI ngrlhome; The Riley
Guide, httpJIwww.jobtrak.comI-jobguidel;andNetJobs.. http:www.ypn.comlmmbinl-
genobjectlnews_money~obs.
POJt-5ec:oodary Skills Workshop
On May 16, the intern attended and participated in the ·Post-Secondary Skills
Workshop". This was a one day worohop that has been held annually at Stella Maris
Centnl High School in Trcpassy since 1990. The purpose Ortros workshop is to prepare
"
pros:pec:tive post-secondary studeots for the transition from. smaD town tUgh school to a
posHecooduy institution in alarp" urban cmtre. MaJy Walsh-DaRn, the guidance
counseIIOI" ofStel1a Maris, began cooducting the wOlbbop after- it became apparent that.
signifiClDt oomber ofSlUdents from the town ofTrepassy were returning home after an
W1SlJccessfullirsl: yeMofcoUege or university. The purpose ofttle workshop was 10 make
students aware of50me of the issues they may race when making this transition. Guidance
counsellors and student advisors from Memorial University ofNewfoundland, Cabot
College. Marine Institute and Academy Canada were invited to speak on these issues and
olfel" tips and strategies on how to effectively deal with them. Topic! discussed during the
workshop included study slciUs. dealing with test anxiety and stress, budgeting finances on
• limited studctt loan and sharing housing with other students. During the workshop. the
intern was responsible for facilitating and supc:Msing discussion within. group ofn
-"-The intern bdieves that this type ofWOfkshop is w:ry important, ifnot essential,
for students who are transferring from. sma1l community to ,nend univenity. The intern
obscved that many students were unaware oCtile cost ofliving away from home, the
potential difficulties that may arise when living with other students, how to effectively
manage money and the arnotJnl of corrunitrnent and study that must be undertaken when
pursuing an education at the post-secondary levd.
I'
LaniDl Diubilitid lasuvice
On Monday. May 27, Mr. David Toucblngs provided • learning disabilities
workshop for the instJUctors ofCaboc: CoUege and Marine Institute. It was determined,
from • neecb assessment, that many instructors had littJe knowledge about the nature of
Ieaming disabilities, but were very interested in learning about this area. Topics discussed
during the inservice wue definitions, types, measurement and accommodations that can be
made in insuuetion and evaluation. The instructors appear«! very interested and asked
many questions. Throughout the inservice, the intern was able 10 answer many ofthc
questions the instructors posed and was able to contn'butc to the discussion and debate
that""""'.
The intern believes that this workshop was beneficial 10 the instruaors ofthc two
colleges. Given that more students with learning disabilities are pursuing post-secondary
studies than ever before. it is essential that thcybe aware of the needs of this group and
how they, as instructors, can meet their needs.
1be Woodcodt..JoboS08 Workshop
The intern had the opportunity to attend a four day training workshop on the
Woodcock-Johnson Psychoeducational Battery-Revised (WJ-R). The WJ·R is a
comprehensive. individually administered set oDS tests that assesses two areas of
functioning, namely intellect (i.e. cognitive ability) and achievement. During this
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W'Ofiabop, the intena had the opportunity to pnctice administration, scoring and
interpretarion oftbe WI-R. Upon completion oCtile training. the intern was pro~ded with
a certificate ofparticipation.
This was • valuable worIcsbop for the intern because, prior to lhjs workshop, the
only intelligence scales the intern had been familiar with were those ofttle WechsI«
Series. including Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale-Revi~ (wpPSI·R). Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Childrccrm (WISC-UI), and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.
Revised (WAIS-R). The intern believes the WJ-R to be an especially effective assessment
tool because it consists of both an aptitude and achievement component., thereby allowing
the administrator to make comparisons between two sets ofscoccs that are nonncd on the
same population, and tfus increase the validity and reliability ofthc results. However,
unlike the Wechsler tests which take approximatdy two houn to administer, the WJ-R
may take two full days. Fwthermore, administration ofWI-R is not: as easy as thai of the
WecbsJersenes.
Reading
The intern read extensively throughout the internship period. Some of the readings
arose out of concerns expressed by individual clients, Other materials read arose out of the
genenaJ interest of the intern. These readings included. but were not restricted 10, the
areas of assessment and usessment lools, career counsellinglechniques. SlIbstance abuse,
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rapclsexual assauJt, job search 00Ils. stress management and assessment techniques. For a
complete list ofbooks and articles read throughout the internship, 5ee Appendix A.
Other Adivitig
As an intern practising within the Division ofStudent Services. other duties
beyond assessment and counselling wetc assigned. These duties included answering
student inquires about financial aid, admission procedures. and general program
information. The intern was also expected to attend regular staff meetings.
Review of the Objectives
Goal I: To become familiar with the programs and services provided by the college.
This was accomplished through a one week of orientation to the college. During
this time. the intern toured the Ridge Road, Prince Philip Drive and Parade Street
Campuses. and spent an extensive amount oftime reading the college calendar.
Goal 2: To become familiar wicb the duties and services provided by the educational
psychologists in a post.sccondary institution.
As stated earlier, Cabot currently has three educational psychologists on staff; two
guidance counsellors and one learning disability specialist. The roles and duties of the
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learning disability specialist arc distinct from those of the counsellors. The learning
disability specialist in the college system provides inservice to insttuetOI'$ and staffon the
nature oflearning disabilities, and diagnoses learning disabilities through the
administration. scoring and interpretation of cognitive and achievement assessment
batteries. The counseUon spend most oftheir time offering personal and career
counselling to the students and staffofthe college. During the internship, the intem spent
roughly an equivalent amount of his time engaged in activities typical ofthe learning
disability spec;:ialist as he did in those roles typical ofthe counsellors, hence receiving a
wide variety ofexperiences typical of either type ofeducational psychologist working in a
post·secondary setting.
Goal 3: To administer and interpret a wide variety of psychological tests including
aptitude., interest, achincment, intelligence, and diagnostic instruments.
This was accomplished through the administration and interpretation of the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised fY'IAIS~R}, the Woodcock Johnson-Revised
(WI-R), the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (CAAT), the General Aptitude Test
Battery (GATB), the Strong Campbell Interest Inventory (SCll), and the Self-Directed
SeMcl>(SOS).
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Goal 4: To pin uperieDce in alTering penon" and career connscJling to students of
Cabot aad further deVelop knowledge of counselling theories and
tcduliquH.
This was accomplished through offering career counselling to six clienls; offering
personal counselling to four clients; supervision with the intern's field 5llpeMSOC to
discuss the counselling sessions; and extensive reading in the area ofcounselling theories
and techniques.
Goal S: To take part in any inservices. workshops, or professional dcnlopment
meetings tba. may occur during the internship period.
This was accomplished through attending a two day inservice on the nature,
assessment, and diagnosis ofleaming disabilities; a two day conference on the labor
market entitled "The Changing Work Dynamic·; a four day inservice training on Ihe
administration, scoring and interpretation aflbe Woodcock Johnson Revised (WJ-R); and
through a one day workshop entitled ·Post Secondary Skills Workshop·.
Goal 6: To develop collaborative rdaciODShip' and consult, where appropriate with
iostructots, coordin.ton, and Deans, concerning individual students.
This was accomplished through meetings wilh the field supeMson, instructors.
and parents both prior to and after assessments and counselling sessions.
2'
Goal 7: To devdop an aru. of rue.are.b focused on determining the efftttivtoe5s of
the Canadian Adult Achievement Test (eAA'I) in predicting college grade
point avenge (CPA) for mature students. (For a complete description, see
CbapterlD).
This was I.C(;()mplishcd through an initial research on the topic and presentation of
a draft proposal; the collection of relevant data.: analysis and interpretation of results oCthe
data; regulae consultation meetings with the faculty supervisor, Dr. Sharpe; and the
compilation ofa final research report with recommendations.
Conclusion
This Chapter has presented an overall description afthe internship and the
professional activities of the intern during this period. Overall, the intern bclieves that the
12 week internship was a valuable experience and that each oflhe seven major internship
goals were met. II provided the intern with more experience in administering, scoring, and
interpreting standardized tests. personal and career counselling, and consultation. More
importantly. it provided the opportunity to gain experience working with the adult
population in the capacity ofan educational psychologist. Prior to this internship. the
intern had worked primarily with students in the K· t2 school system. WorKing with the
adult population required the intern to become familiar with the assessment batteries and
personal and career issues specific to this group and to develop different approaches when
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working with adult leamen.
Especially rewarding were the workshops and inservices attended throughout the
internship period. These provided the intern with theoretical and practical knowledge that
will be ofgreat importance when he begins work in his chosen field. Likewise, the
research project described in the foUowing sec;tions ofthis report was also a very
worthwhile learning experience. Prior to the internship, the intern was not critical enough
of standardized tests. The results ofthe research have made the intern question the
emphasis that are placed on such tests and be more open to non-academic factors which
may play an important role in determining academic success.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH COMPONENT
Stetemenl grpuDJ9sl!
To fulfiU the requirements for the internship in the educational psychology
program at Memorial University ofNewfoundland. one must undertake a research project
appropriate to the particular internship setting. The intern decided to el(amine the
effectiveness oflhe Canadian Adult Achievement Test (eMI) in predicting college grade
point average (GPA) for mature students.
Significance orthe Study
Students applying to Cabot College are accepted inlo the school provided that they
have graduated from high school and achieved an overall average of6O"/o with a mark of
60'% or better in mathematics. language and literature. Those students who do not meet
these criteria may write the eAAT test, provided that they are at least 19 years arage and
have been out of school for at least one year. Ifthe student demonstrates adequate
proficiency on each of the subtcsts ofthe eMT, the aforementioned criteria may be
wavered.
Since 1994, the community colleges in Newfoundland and Labrador have been
administering the eAAT to mature srudents as a prerequisite for admission into all
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programs. Acceptance into a program afme student's choice is determined largely by
whether or not the student achieves the minimum staniDe scores which the coUeges deem
appropriate for a particular program. A stanine score refers to a score between one and
nine. with one being the lowest, five being average. and nine being the highest. The
different community coUegcs in Newfoundland and Labrador do not employ a unifonn set
ofcriteria for specific programs. Cabot has established the foUowing stanine requirements
for its different programs:
Certificate Level Programs (all those less than one year in duration) require
stanine scorcs ofat least 4 on the Vocabulary. Reading Comprehension,
Mathematics, and Language subtests of the eAAT.
2, Applied Am Programs (example: Community Recreational Leadership,
Secretarial Science, Food Administration and Graphic Arts) require stanine scores
of at least five on the Vocabulary. Reading Comprehension, Mathematics. and
Language subtests.
3. Technology Programs (example: Computer Studies. Engineering and Business
Management Programs) require stanine scores of at least five on the Vocabulary,
Reading Comprehension, and Language subtests., and at least seven on the
Mathematics.
(For a complete description oCtile CAAT subtests, see Chapter lV).
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Given that 50 much emphasis is placed upon the eAAT scores achieved by the
prospective students, it is important to determine the validity of such a test in predicting
success in terms of acceptable college grades, especially for the mature student
population. Many of the mature students who are applying to the community colleges
have been out ofschool for several years. Because these students have been out of school
for a longer period of time than the younger stUdents. knowledge ofdifferent concepts
such as mathematical rules, necessary to do well on this test, are more likely to have been
forgotten. Therefore, prospective younger students may have an unfair advantage over
·old~ Of non-traditional college applicants when taking the eAAT. A potential, and
unfortunate consequence, is that a low score obtained by an older applicant may fesull in
theicbeing denied acceptance into the college. lfthe eAAT scores are shown not to be a
valid predictor of college GPA for this population, then it might be appropriate 10 abolish
this tool for such purposes (or at least use it with caution) and that admission be based on
othetcriteria.
The intern believed this was an important study to undenake after informal
observations indicated that the majority of students writing the eAAT were unsuccessful
in achieving the minimum scores which the college deems appropriate for the particular
program for which the student was applying. In addition. the intern observed that, on the
whole, younger students were perfonning better than older students on the CAAT. This
latter finding may be developmentally nonnal however, as other researchers have found
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similar results using other test instruments (Moffat, 1993; Zeidner, 1987).
Literature Review
lntroductioD
Throughout Canada and the United States, many students entering POSHOCOodary
institutions are required, amongst other things, to write an achievement or aptitude test as
a prerequisite for gaining admittance into a given school. The purpose of such tests is for
the student to demonstrate that he or she has the academic skills necessary to succeed in
college; and scores on such tests arc considered. the best predictor of future grades in
college.
However, several questions should be asked with respect to the use of such tests·
How accurate are such tests in predicting grades? How much weight should be given to
such tests? Are there other variables which may have an impact on grades? These are
some ofthe questions that administrators should ask before making admissions decisions.
This literature review will trace the use of achievement and aptitude testing by
colleges and universities since World War II, and point out some oflbe problems that
exist when scores on such tests are used as the sole basis for making admissions decisions.
Other variables which may have an effect on student's performance will also be discussed
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Purpose or A~bievl!:melltTatiDI
The post-World War D years have brought a dramatic increase in the number of
studcnl$ entering post-secondary education in both Canada and the United States. The
enactmelrt of the Civil Rights legislation in the United States further swelled this
population (Manaker, 1974; Cross, 1971). These new students presented a wide variation
in their entering abilities. As a result, coUeges and universities tended to respond by
adjusting their requirements; lowering the ranges for an acceptable Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) and American Conege Test (ACT) scores, accepting students with high school
grades below the 50th percentile, lowering the acceptable range for high school graduating
averages and accepting minimum passing scores on the Graduate Equivalency Diploma
(QED) test. The Carnegie Commission (1971) reports that this response initiated the era
ofopen admissions policies in higher education and increased enrollment 124%. Although
admissions sky rocketed, the attrition rate sky rocketed at an equal rate (Cross, 1976).
Likewise, during the past twenty years, community coUeges across Newfoundland
and Labrador have also accepted an increasing number of students. A high attrition rate
has also been observed in many ofthese colleges. For example, Cabot College
experienced an attrition rate of24.3% for its daytime programs for the 1989-1990
academic year. Attrition was especially a problem in the Technical Programs at
WestViking College where 40% ofall students dropped out before completing their
program (Sharpe & Spain., 1993).
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lbe literature suggests that increasing numbers of students need to upgrade their
basic academic sJcills before attempting college level courses. For example. Tennessee
colleges found that 85% of its 1991 entering class needed remediation in mathematics
and/or English (Allen & Bekew. 1992). Connecticut coUeges reported that 71% needed
basic mathematics and 45% basic English upgrading (Stwtt & McCarroll, 1993). Two of
the reasons typically cited by Newfoundland stUdents for high attrition rates are
inadequate academic preparation and academic failure (Sharpe & Spain, 1993).
High attrition rates have important implications both for the academic institution
and the students (Sharpe & Spain, 1993; Rowen, 1995). For institutions, the effects of
amition include inefficiencies in the use of resources, predominantly from reduced section
sizes; and an undermining of the community's confidence in the college system in
responding to students career goals and personal needs, which may in turn, hamper
recruiting and future enrollment and have a detrimental affect on the morale ofthe faClJlty,
students and staff. For students., attrition leads to financial losses from both tuition costs
and foregone earnings as well as a negative impact on their self-concept and change in
aspirations because of failure in achieving personal and academic goals. For reasons
sUnilar to these, Morante (1989) concludes that allowing students to enroll in a program
for which they are unprepared is unethical.
The community colleges in Newfoundland and Labrador have responded to this
issue by administering the CAAT to prospective mature students. The primary purpose of
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an entranee assessment is to provide for the placement of students in programs and
courses lbat arc appropriate to their abilities. as well as their interests and aspirations
(Rowen, 1995). Those students who do not achieve the acceptable scores on all subtests
ofthe CAAT are encouraged by the administration to do basic academic upgrading before
undertaking a pon-secondary program at the college. The basis for this argument is that if
these students do not demonstrate adequate proficiency in this test, it is unlikely that they
will succeed in a posHecondary program, This prompts the question as to bow
accucate1y do scores obtained on such a measure detennine grades achieved in college.
The conununity colleges in Canada began administering the CAAT to prospective
mature students in 1994. No studies that evaluated its effectiveness in predicting grades in
college are. as yet, available. However, numerous studies have examined the effectiveness
of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) to predict grades in college. An aptitude lest
differs from an achievement tcst in that an aptitude lest measures what a person has the
potential to learn in the future. whereas an achievement lest measures what an individual
has learned in the past. However, Pigeon (1990) states that it is not possible to draw a
distinction between the two, since what one has achieved academically in the past
influences what one has the potential to learn in the future. Funhermore, Anastasi (1988)
stales that the distinction between achievement and aptitude tests is one of degree and that
ifan achievement test is used to predict future Dehavior, such as learning at the nelct level
ofinstruetion, it is in fact being used as an aptitude measure. Given this, it would seem
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that the SAT and the CAAT. while unique assessment batteries, are used with a very
similar intent.
Predietive Validity or EatnDce Tests
Numerous 5tUdies have produced evidence to suggest that the SAT is a valid
predictor of coUege grade point average (Allen, Woodard, & Jones. 1990; Baird, 1984;
Chissom & Lanier, 1975; Houston, 1987; Kaplan, 1982; Spence., Pred, & Helmreich.
1989). Likewise, several studies have shown that the verbal and math SCOfes on the SAT
are also particularly good predictors of academic success (Houston, 1987; Payne.
Goolsby. Evans, & Banan, 1990).
However, Morante (1987) states that using test scores to predict subsequent
perfonnance of students in various courses is highly problematic. He states that
placements tests should not be used to predict future success in courses because they are
not tests of capability. While tests like the SAT and the ACT are designed to select
among the better students, the task of placement tests is to differentiate among the less
proficient students, Therefore, the items on an admissions test and the items on a
placement test are selected for different purposes. Funhennore, the designers of
admissions tests ace interested in Imowing both the level ofa student's proficiency and the
speed at with which the student can demonstrate that proficiency, because the combination
oflcnowledge and quickness is important in predicting success in college. Admissions
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tests are thus more dosely aligned with aptitude tests, which assess bow capable a
prospective studmt is of learning. PIacemeIIt tests sboWd be used to measure proficiency.
not aptitude Of" capability, and they .sbouJd DOt be used to predict future success. Palmer
(1987) supports this claim and swes that the predictive validity of placement tests in
terms ofsubsequent gT&des is highly questionable.
Several studies have found results which support the claims of Morante and
Palmer. One sucb study wu that ofMouw and Khanna (1993). They found the ability of
any predictors, including entrance tests and high school rank. to predict college success
was disappointingly low. 'They found tIuu 30"10 ofthose students who -should" succeed
leave on probation. Almost SO% of those students who were predicted fiLilures, (and so
would not usually be permitted) had either graduated or were on lnIc.k to do so. They
concluded by stating that those schools who use swxIatdizcd test scores, and/or high
ICbool rank. should not be surprised or discouraged if_large nul1'lbe.- of the admitted
studcots drop out or fail in their academic pursuits. Furthennore, admission boards must
be willing to admit lhar they have denied admission to many who would have taken good
advantage of the educational opportunity.
Ofimmediate interest is the SAT's validity for predicting success in college for
specific populations. One such population is the older college student. When age is
considered as a variable, an interesting result is observed. When Moffat (1993) tested to
see the SArs validity for older college students, he found thai the SAT isa valid
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pr-ed.ict« for stude:nu under age 30 yean. but is DOt • valid predictor for students who
wrote the SAT after. 30. In. simi1ar RUdy, Zeidner (1987) found aptitude test scores
to be.~ precfictor of lint year WIIIll1arive GPA for studenu older than 30 yean of
age. In addition, Mennte (198]) suggests that although standardized test results have
been regarded u the best indicators of academic success. if. postponement oCme college
experience has been delayed by several years, age becomes the best predictor. He
purports that for those students who go to college directly from IUgh school, the younger
the student is. the more likely he Of" she will be successful in college. Ifhowever,. student
delays his or her entrance into college, the older student will pcrfonn better than the
youngerooe.
Another variable that should be conside:s-ed when examining the effects ofSAT
sco«:s on college IP'dcs is gender. Recent research shows that the SAT systematically
undc:restinWes girls' ability to suocced in college. and suggests that this is because ofa
5UbtIe, pervasive bias in the construction of this and most other standardized tests
(American Association orUnivers.ity Women, 1988). The Educational Testing Service
(ETS) published. study in 1984 that suggested that the test was biased against females
This study found that females' freshman grades wen: highe1", and males' lower, than what
would be predicted by their SAT scores. The American Association ofUniversity Women
concluded Conn this study that the SAT is not a valid predictor of college perfonnancc,
and admissions decisions based on SAT scores discriminated against females. This error
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in gr.cIe prediction was found to be even higher for re-entry women according to an
earlier ETS study showing that ok1¢womeo students bad lower SAT, and higher" grades
than both their male counterparts and younga, traditional students.
Rosser (1996) also DOICS that many eatraDCe teslJ are contaminated by gender bias.
She slUes that although women earn higher- grades than men in both high school and
college., men score an averagcof61 points higher on the SAT. She declares that if the
SAT predicted equally well for both women and men, the gap would reflect women's
superior grade point averages and would favor women by 20 points. rather than men by
61. Behnke (1911, cited in Rosser, 1996) investigated the gender gap at Massachusetts
Institute ofTedmology (MIT). She found that SAT scores underpredicted women's
performance at MIT. even when she controlled for the courses the students took.. The
college academic nx:ords ofwomen at MIT are consisIently better than their SAT scores
predicted. In response to this discovery. MIT has introduced. new method ofSAT
interpretation to their admissions process. Their new procedure takes into account the
gcndef"bias aCthe lest! when evaluating female applicants.
The: Misuse of Admwions Tau
The sole use of standardized tests to make admissions decisions presents other
problems. Various researchen suggest that standardized tests can be misused. One
misuse of such tests occurs when the error of measurement in lest scores is ignored.
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Gardener (l98S) stated that it is a misuse ofany test scote or any ob5ervatioo to accept it
as. fixed. UDChanging index containing no error. It is inappropriate to assert or lead a
user to believe that an individuaJ's observed score gives his -We" performance on the
general domain about wbicb inferences are to be made. The best that can be dooe is to
estimate eKperimentaIly the Itandard erroc ofmeasurement and then use that value to set
up • confidence intet'Vll within which one can state that the "tNe" score falls within the
band with a specific probability of being wrong.
Froen (1978) stated that another misuse oftests occurs when scores are not
considered and interpreted in the full context ofthe various elements that chatacl:erize
pupi1s. teachen., and the general educational environment involved. He maintains a test
score represents only a sampk from a limited domain and does not include .. variety of
ooocs that might influence that score. For example. in dec:.isions determining admission
to college., SAT scon:s should not be used in isolation. Fruen believes that such scous
should be considcnd along with the pupil's high school rec:oro and other rdevant data
such as teacher's or supervisor's recommendations conccming motivation, leadership
ability, creativity and involvement in extracurricular activities. All of these characteristics
can then be evaluated against lhe student's socio-economic background, along with
consideration of any social obstacles or unusual physical demands required by the student
to reach hislher current educational level.
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M"tipleMeuurtl
Armsl:rong(I99I), supporting the work ofCoben and Friedlandes- (1989) stated
that the usc ofmultiple measures is essential to acaJI'ate and equitable placcmc:ot. lbey
found that, when using test scores alone., more studmts were denied entry into courses in
which they would have succccded. Using multiple tnelI5IJTeS enabled more students 10
gain entry.
Given the strong endorsement for using multiple measures, it is wonh noting the
factors that researchers and educators most commonly mention as complementing
placement tests. Morante (1987) suggested, at the minimum.. seven faecors such as
placement scores,. other lest infonnation, high school data Ctncluding grades. level of
courses and the time slnce they were taken), background information, age.. student opimon
and any additionallesting should be considered. Hirsch (1987) and Hughes and Ndson
(1991) strongly recommend writing samples ifthey are not included in the placement test.
Personal goals and pc:rsonaJ assessments are also seen to be pan of comprehensive
a.ssessment for placement. Other information related to coUegc study and attitude is
considered helpful. This might include educational goals., importance of college 10
students. years out ofscboo~ number aCcredits planned., number of hours woricing, age,
career slcills and study skills, self-concept assessments, intellectual self-confidence. self-
esteem, maturity, and motivation (Bray 1987, Cohen 1990, Annstrong 1991, Morante
1987, Hirsch 1987). Rowen (1995) also maintains that there is & strong belief. held by
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many &cuJty memben of the various community colleges across Canada., of. need to
empI:oy writing samples as part ofthc entry assessment process since many)nCtitiooen:
~ perfonnance-based assessment, such as a writing samples test. to be superior to
system-based standardized usessment.
N"1Sbet, Ruble and Schurr (1982) also recognize the importance ofusing more than
one instrument in predicting college academic success for high-risk college students. They
examined not only the effectiveness afthe SAT and high school percentile rank in
predicting college GPA. but also looked aI what happens when othu non-academic
\'llriables are consideud. They found that including the MyerrBriggs Type Indicator
(MBTI) and the Effective Study Test (EFS1) increased the predK:table GPA variance by
approximately 11%. PutiaUar measures significant in improving the prediction ofGPA,
and perhaps the explanation of the achievement, were thejudgemental-perception scale of
the MDTI and the: rulity orientation and examination behavior scales aCthe EFST.
In. similac study. Kanoy, Webster. and Lana (1989) examined the traditional
prediClOB ofcon~ performance SlIch as SAT scores and high school GPA and cognitive
and psychological variables such as locus of conuol, acad~c self-concept and effort 10
predict the frcshman-yearGPA ofcollege women expected to perform well (OPAs 0£3.0
to ],7) and those expected to perform in the 2.0 range. Multiple regression analyses were
used to determine the best predictors ofGPA for both groups. They found that for the
group expected to do wdl in college, the high school GPA and academic self-concept
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formed the most powerful model and pndieted S6% aCthe variance in GPA. For the
group with Io~ predicted GPA3, oooe oftbe traditional predictors were effective in
predicting freshman year OPA. Two psyeboI.ogical variables., intemall0CU5 ofcontrol for
ICbievemeDt successa and amount ofeffort put into their wotlc, accounted for 46% ofthe
variance in GPA The researchen state that the result of this study has important
implications for coUege administrators. They believe that when making admission
decisions for lower performing students, more consideration must be given to cognitive
and psychological variables which may affect student achievement.
Characuristits of Adult Learum
Before making admission decisions, it is vital OW administrators take into $peCiaI
c:oosidention the dwacterislicl ofadult leamc:rs. The three ch&raac:ristics which have
received the most attention in the litcnturc: are adults' need for the acknowledgement and
use oftbeir experiences and prior knowledge., the differing way they go about learning.
and their desire 10 be actively involved in the learning process (Kic!d. 1973; Knowles,
1980; BrooIc6eld, 1986; Merriam and Caffardla, 1991).
1be comparatively richer life experiences and background of the adult has been
cited by nearly all writers as a key factor in differentiating adult learners from children.
Kidd (1913; cited in Caffarella & Barnett, 1994) notes that adults have more experience$.
different experiences and are organized differently. As accumulated life experience
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diffeu:ntiate cbiJdn::ft from adults. they also diff«entiate one adult learner from aoothc:r.
Life cxpericooes and use ofprior knowledge function in several ways. Fant, as
Knowles (1980) bas obsc:rvec1. adult Ieamen become important: resources for learning.
They can call upon their past: experiences and prior knowledge in formulating learning
activities. as weI.I as serve as resources for each other during learning events. Experiential
learning activities. such as reflective journals, critical incidents, and portfolio development,
can provide opportunities to introduce adult learners' past and current experiences into the
oontextofleami.ngevents.
Second. the need 10 make sense out ofone's life experiences and what one Itnows
as • result ofthose eoc:perienc:es is often an incentive for adults to engage in the learning
ptocess in the first place. FOC' example, adults are motivated to return to learning activities
by examining what is happening in theirtives, even though: the content of diose activities
does not have a direct connection to what: is going on in their life in the present. l'bis is
exemplified, for example, by women and men who return to school to upgrade or Ieam
new job ski.l.b as a result or. diV'OfCe or having the last oftheit children become more
independent.
Thirdly, in using and rel1ecting on their past experiences and prior knowledge,
adults often both want and need to modify, transfer. and reintegrate what these
experiences mean in terms of their values and beliefs. their storehouse aCknowledge. and
their skills and abilities (Mezirow, 1991).
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Adults differ in their process ofleaming style from that ofyounger learners.
Caffarella and Bamett(l994) stated that adults tend to be more reflective and dialectical
in their thinking, that is, they appear to be more tolerant ofcontradictions and ambiguities.
and they engage in more problem solving. These suggested changes in ways of thinking
for adults 6t well with the notion that the asscssrncnt procedures for experiential learning,
and more specifically developing ponfolios, should have a reflective component built into
the process.
Most adults prefer to be involved in the learning process versus being primarily
passive recipients aCknowledge (Knowles. 1980; Caffarella & Barrett. 1994). fn their
eve£)'day lives. they are accustomed to setting their own goals and deciding what they
want to do and how they want to do it. Therefore, they are more likely to assume that
they have the resportS!bility for their own learning than are younger students and take an
active role in the learning process.
Based on these findings, it is evident that adult learners, as a result of their past
experiences. possess qualities different from those ofyoung children. These qualities
appear to have a positive effect upon attitudes towards learning. Therefore, it would be
appropriate that this population compile a portfolio of experiences as an a1temative or a
supplement to the eMT for satisfying coUege entrance requirements.
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Can.diaD Adult Acbievement Test (CAAT)
Because the CMT is. relatively new achievement test. a literature search
revealed no studies using the CAAT to predict coUegc GPA. The only background data.
developed by the Psychological Corporation (1988), reflects the various adult groups used
to help determine the reliability and validity ofthe instrument. For a complete description
aCme eMT, see Chapter IV.
SummaI")'
The review orthe literature has traced the use of achievement and aptitude testing
as a rationale for the use of achievement testing at the post~secondarylevel. Problems that
exist when scores on such tests are used as the sole basis for making admissions decisions
were also discussed. Other variables which may have an effect on student achievement
were outlined and should be considered in the admissions process.
Although many researchers have suggested that scores obtained on the SAT are
highly predictive of grades achieved in coUege. there are many others who believe that
such scores are poor predictors ofcollege grades. The lalter argue that making admission
decisions based solely on standardized test scores ignores other important variables which
may have an effect on grades obtained in college. One of these variables is the
characteristics ofthe adult learner. Overall, adult learners have been cited to be
particularly motivated to achieve, are more actively involved in the learning process and
bring to the learning environment a background ofexperiences. 1bese are all
characteristics which are likely to be conducive to success in a post·sccondary program.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
l!!.l.mlI..l!.s
This chapter contains a description ofthe research component of the internship.
An overview ofthe eAAT is provided. including a description of its subtests, and
technical infonnation such as the lest'S standardization, reliability and validity. The
research questions for this study, the methodology by which these questions were
answered and the resuJts ofthe study are out.lined.
The Canadian Adult Achievement TtSl
The CAAT is a battery oEtests designed to measure the level of educational
achievement among adults. It was published in 1986 to become the first achievement test
geared towards Canadian adults. Since then, Levels A, B, and C have been administered
as a screening, selection, and placement measure to tens ofthousands of adults in both the
public and private sectors (The Psychological Corporation, 1988). The test consists of
items with adult content. and it may be used to assess the achievement of adults who have
had varying amounts offonna! education. Those students applying to Cabot College who
have not completed Grade 12, or who have not obtained a 60% in their Level m core
courses of math, literature and language ate required to write the CAAT Fonn C, which is
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devised for adults who have had at least eight years of schooling. Fonn C consists oflhe
following subtests: Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, Spelling, Number Operations.
Problem Solving, Mechanical Reasoning. Language, and Science. Students at Cabot are
required to write all subtests except Spellin& Mechanical Reasoning, and Science. There
ue two main reasons for not administering these three subtests. Firstly, the purpose of
administering the CAAT is to determine the applicant's literacy and numeracy le\le~
therefore these other tests do not apply, or at least not to the extent that the other five do.
Secondly. although it typically takes mature applicants four hours to complete the live
subtests which are currently administered, some students require additional time and
others like to check their answers when completed. This imposes great time constraints
on what can be completed in one day. Therefore, the counsellors at Cabot decided thai
Spelling, Mechanical Reasoning and Science subtests would not be administered.
The Vocabulary subtest is designed to assess the knowledge and understanding of
words that are frequently encounrered by adults in their work or daily activities. This
subtest consists 004 multiple-choice items and includes words sampled from applied or
general vocabulary, from vocabulary of the physical and I13.tural sciences, and from
vocabulary of the social sciences.
The Reading Comprehension subtest is designed 10 measure Ihe examinee's
comprehension of written material. At Level C, the reading comprehension subtcst
consists of SO multiple-choice questions. The reading passages include material ofa
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functional nature such as signs, advenisements and letters and material ofan educational
nature. Each passage is ronawed by a series ofmultiple-choice questions designed to test
the enminee's ability not only to comprehend what is explicit in the material, but also to
make inferences and to draw conclusions from what is given.
In order to obtain a valid measurement of the examinee's mathematics ability, it
was found necessary to include the two subtests Number Operations and Problem Solving.
Although these two tests are administered and scored separately. the two scores are
combined to yield a total Mathematics score. This total score represents the overall
mathematics achievement of each person tested. The two subtests scores provide
indications ofrelative strength in the two areas.
The Number Operations subtest is designed to assess concepts ofnumber and
computation. In Level C. the examinee chooses a response from among five answer
choices. "Not Given" is an answer option for many problems in this subtest. The
objectives measured include reading and writing numerals, interpreting fractions,
factorization; ratios, proportion and percent; equations; and using zero as an operator.
The examinee is asked to use addition, $lIbtraction, multiplication, and division with whole
numbers, fractions, and decimals to compute answers to number problems an adult is
likely to encounter.
The Problem Solving $lIbtest measures the examinee's ability to determine an
outcome, to record and retrieve information, to use geometric concepts, and to measure.
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Using wbole numbers, decimals, percents, and fractions. the examinee is required to solve
problems an adult is likely to encounter. In Level C. the examinee chooses a response
from among five answer options. "Not Given" is an answer option for many aCthe
problems.
The Language subtest, measured only at Level C, contains 54 items. The
Language subtest is taken from Stanford Test ofAcademic Skills (fASK). Level I, Form
E and Form F. It is designed to measure an examinee's functional knowledge and
effective use aCthe English language. This subtest is organized into four parts: reference
skills. language sensitivity, conventions, and paragraph arrangement. The reference skills
section deals with the use afthe dictionary and resource materials, such as an atlas,
encyclopaedia, almanac. etc., as well as puts of a book and sections of a newspaper. as
aids to finding various information. In the language sensitivity section, examinees are
asked to determine which onc of the fOUf simple, compound. or complex sentences
express a given idea in the most straightforward manner. The conventions section
assesses several aspects aCthe usage conventions simultaneously by presenting short
narrative passages with certain portions underlined. For each underlined portion.
examinees are to detennine whether there is an error in capitalization., grammar. or
punctuation. The paragraph arrangement section requires examinees to order Stnlences in
a paragraph so that the paragraph presents the intended idea properly.
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Technic.llnronnation: Research and Development orthe CAAT
St.ndanliz.tion
Because the CAAT is designed to assess the educational achievement ofadu!ts, it
was considered necessary that adults. not school children, be used in the standardization
program. However, despite the fact that much work is being done at the present time
concerning the measurement of adult achievement, there are still no suitable criteria for
defining the population of adults across Canada for whom eAAT would be appropriate.
In the absence of such criteria, it was decided that the eAAT research would be
conducted with a number afadult groups whose characteristics would define the ·usel"5~
of this type of instrument. The eMT norms are the result ofcollection ofdala from
volunt~ users. The purpose of the research program was to allow for a nonn·referenced
interpretation ofCAAT scores. to equate the levels orlbe examination, and to establish
the statistical reIiabilityofthe test for adults. The sample was dra.....l1 from lists for adult
education and vocational programs in communities and schools, and from mailing lists for
provincial and regional penal institutions. Level C was given to individuals who had
completed one or more years of high school.
A total of3927 adults were given the CAAT Form C. This consisted of 1603
males, 2243 females. and 81 who never stated their gender. Age characteristics of the
adults included: 339 ofthe participants fell in the 36-40 age range (8.6%), 518 in the 31·
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3S age range (l3.2Oft), 611 in the 26-30 age range (17.1%),537 in the 23-25 age range
(14.9"/0) 1358 in the 18-22 age range (34.6%), and 454 (11.6%) did not give their age.
The majority were ofEnglish heritage 2854 (72.7%), 368 were Indigenous People (9.8%),
338 were from other countries (8.6%), 229 were French (S.8%), and 138 (3.5%) did not
respond to this question. When regional uea was considered, 1558 (39.7) afthe
participants came from the Western provinces. 1507 (38.3%) were from the Atlantic
provinces., 860 (21.9"10) were from Ontario, and 2 (0.1%) were from Quebec. Language
characteristics of the participants included: 3225 (82.1%) spoke English, 620 (15.8%)
spoke a language other than English, and 2.1% never responded to this question. The
breakdown ofthe levd of education completed by adults participating in the eAAT
research included: 13 (0.3%) had Grade 5 oc less, 393 (10"10) had completed Grades 610
8,3292 (83.8%) had completed Grade 9 to 12, 110 (2.8%) had completed Grade 13, 119
(3.1%) did not respond to this question. Ofthose studems who did complete High
Schoo~ 1169 (29.8%) completed I to 2 yean of study at a community college, 109
(2.8%) completed 3 to 4 years. Two hundred twenty seven (5.8%) had completed I to 3
years of university, 53 (1.3%) had completed a Bachelor's Degree and II (0.3%) had
completed a Master's Degree.
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The reliability of a test is defined as the extent to which the lest yields consistent
results. Reliability is one indication aCthe confidence: that may be placed in the scores
obtained on that tesr:.
One way in which error caD enter into a score is from lack: ofintemaJ consistency
among the items. Kuder-Richardson Formula #20 (KR 20) was used to determine the
internal consistency reliability ofthe CAAT scores. Table 1, presents $Obtest and tOtal KR
20 reliability coefficients and standard deviations ofthe subtest scores in raw score units.
Table t- Kuder-Richardson Formula N 20 Reliability Coefficie.Us. Standard Erron
or Measurements, and Related Data
HofItems N M"" SO
"
SE.
VocabularY 34 3846 25.6 5.6 0.84 2.2
Readinll Com rehension 50 3851 41.S 7.7 0.91 2.3
S cllin 32 3726 27.3 5A 0.90 L7
Number Onerations 40 3704 29.2 83 0.92 2A
Problem Solving: 40 3645 25.5 8.6 0.91 2.6
Mechanical Reasonin 70 3617 46.6 lL7 0.91 3.5
Lanalla e 54 3548 41.9 8A 0.90 2.7
Science 50 )518 39.1 8.0 0.90 2.6
Source: The Psychologiu.1 Corporation (1988)
"The standard error ofmeasuraneot is. swisticaI rstimale ofbow close an
examinee's obtaiocd raw score is to his or bet theoretical -tNe" score. The standard error
of measurement can be used to determine the degree to wllich the aaminee's score might
be expected to vary due to chance influences. By adding the standard error of
measurement to, and subtracting it from, an examinee's raw score, there is about a 2-10--1
chance that the examinee's true score is included within that interval..
'The validity of. tesl is defined as the degree to which the test measures what it is
intended to rnea.sute. For achievement tests., the most critical a.sped. ofvalidity is the
extent to which the test content ccostiwtes a representative umple ofttle skills,
knowtedge, and underua.nding that are the goals ofinstruction. The content validity of
the eMT can be evaluated through careful examination aCme test content 10 determine
whether it adequately measures those fundamental skills that are necessary foc an adult to
function in today! society. The objectives measured by each SUblest of the eAAT Lcvd
C have already been OlJtlined in this chapter. Since these objectives were written to reflect
the content of adult education programs throughout Canada, the eAAT can be said to be
valid for measuring these common objectives. Intercorrelations among the subtests of the
eAAT Level C can be found in Table 2.
S3
VWhIe
I, VO«bWuy
2. Reading Comprehension
3.S_
4. Number Operations
S. Problem Solving
6. Mechanical R.cuoning
7. Language
8. Science
lnteroordations
0.66 0.49 0.42 0.55 0.42 0.55 0.61
0.56 0.49 0.57 0.32 0.62 0.58
0.45 0.44 0.07 0.52 0.30
0.72 0.36 0.47 0.44
0.49 0.56 0.55
0.29 0.62
0.60
Source: The Psychologic..al CorpontioA (1988).
ReS(lCch QUestions
The intent ofthis study wu to detennine the effectiveness of the eAAT to
accurucly predict grad" in coUege. It was also considered appropriate, based upon the
review aruteratuee., to examine the effeeu of age and gender on perfonnance on the
eAAT. Five research questions were therefore developed for this study.
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With respca to adult studatts at Cabot College:
I. Do younger studalUl I8Cd uodc:r 2S scoce bcua" 00 the eAAT than older- students
aged 2S Of" IIlOre?
2. Do males .score significantly bigber than females on the eMTI
3. Does the interaction orage and gender have an effect on scores obtained on the
CAATI
4. Is there any relationship between GPA in college and eAAT scores?
s. What is the impact arage and gender on the relationship between GPA in college
and eMT scores.
Pntt::fdum and S!mplt
£0 order to obtain the data necessary to complete this study, the intern was gRIlled
access to the eMT scores ofall students who wrote the eMT and the grade repons of
students who wrote the eMT and who~e admitted to Cahoe on the basis of acceptable
eMT scores. This was accomplished lhrough the preparation of a school consent fonn
which was signed by Mr. Paul Facey, the head ofStudent Services It the CoUege. (See
Appendix B). Once this permission was granted, the intern began collecting the data
relevant to the study.
To address research questions one through three, the intern randomly selected 50
students from a sample 0(255 whom had previously Ynillen the eMT. Students were
ss
dusified according to • and gender. Of the SO students" 29 were younger than 2.5 years
ofage., 21 were 2S years crage or older. Twenty-eigbt ofthese students were male, 22
weu fcmaIe. TIle intern had originally planned on comparing students younger than 30
yearl ofage with students]O yean orage and older. However, there were an insufficient
number of students who were 30 yean or older who had written the eAAT. Therefore,
this comparison was not possible.
An analysis of variance was performed on the dala in order to detennine iftl\ere
were any significant differences between scores on the eAAT between younger and older
students and between males and females. An acceptancc level of .OS was considered
appropriate to chedc such differences.
To address research questions fOUT and five. the intern Illlldomly of>tajned the
grades of32 students who were admitted to Cabot on the basis ofacceplable eAAT
gmles. Ofthesc 32 studenlS, 19 were male. 13 weufmaJe. 14 were younger than 2S
years of age., 18 were 25 )'W"J of age or oMer. Correlation coefficients between the
scaled scores on each oCtile subtc:sts ofthe CAAT and coUege GPA were performed for
the entire sample., both genders and each age group. Note thai unlike the SAT, the eAAT
does not yield an overall score. Therefore., a correlation study comparing an overall
eMT score with average in college was not possible.
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This srudy presents eenain Iimitarions which cannot be overlooked ill this section
ofthe report. As swed ~ousIy. the limited sample size and lack ofinfonnation on
previous educa1ional attainment ofthe students. limit the validity and the reliability ofthe
study's results. Therefore these results must be interpreted with caution. Also, because
those students who wefe unsuccessful in passing the eAAT did not get admiued into
Cabot. the intern was unable 10 obtain any dala that would carnpare this group's scores on
the eAAT with grades in college. Therefore., it is not possible to conclude that the eAAT
is • poor predictor of grades in college for all mature students. The results can only be
applied to those mature students who achieved the minimal acceptable scaled scores on
thcCAAT.
This sample size was limited due to two main reuons. Firstly, only I low
percentage of students who wrote the eAAT wen 5llccc:ssful in obtaining the marks
deemed as minimal by me coI.lege; and secondly, Cabot only began administering the
eMT iD 1994. Givm th&t many of Cabot's programs have wait lists extending beyond
two yean. many ofthose students who were successful in passing the eAAT had not yet
been admitted into prOgBmS.
"Researdl Question 1: Do younger studcnu aged under 2S Kore better 00 the eAAT
than older studtotJ aged 15 or more?
Table 3. presents the mean and standard deviations oCtile scaled scores on each of
the four subtests afme CAAT for both age groups. Students younger than 25 years of
age scored higher. as a group, than students 2S years of age or more. on all subtests orthe
CAAT. However, some of the differences were only slight, especially on the Vocabulary
suhtest.
Table 3- Mean Suled Seous with Standard Deviations on the eAAT Subtests by
Age Group
Subtest Age <2S Age~25 Total
(N-29) (N-") (N..SO)
bill.!! S!! M<!!! S!! Mw! S!!
Vocabulary 724.07 30.64 720.70 32.35 722.69 31.06
Reading Comprehension 742.17 34.68 729.50 29.52 737.00 32.95
Mathematics 749.97 36.67 123.10 45,61 739.24 42.16
Lan...... 692.52 30.72 678.60 35.82 686.84 33.26
An analysis ofvariance performed on the data indicated that the only significant
difference (p<.OS) between both groups occurred on the Mathematics suhtest orelle
eMT (See Table 4).
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Table 4 - Analysis of Variance Summaries of CAAT Sublests EumiDing the Main
EITec:tsofAge
Subles. ss MS Prob. ofF
Vocabulary 134.346
Reading Comprehension 1900.862
Math 8165.896
Language 2292.652
Note: ·p;::.05
134.346 .131 .719
1900.862 1.133 .195
8165.896 5.241 .027·
2292.652 2.143 .ISO
It was therefore concluded that although the four subtests of the eAAT show
increased scores for students under 2S years of age compared to older students.
differences were significant for one, the Mathematics subtest.
Researcb Question 2: Do males scon significantly higher than females on the
CAAT?
Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations of the scaled scores on each of
the four subtests afthe eMT for both males and females. Females, as a group, scored
higher than males on all subtests ofthe eAAf, except for the Vocabulary subtest where
scores for males and females were almost identical. The largest differences were in the
areas of mathematics and language. However, an analysis ofvariance performed on the
data revealed that none ofthesc observed differences were significant (See Table 6). It
was therefore concluded that there were no significant differences in scores based on
gender- on any afthe cur subtests.
Table !Ii ·Mcn Scaled Scores with Standard Deviation. on the eAAT Subtests by
Geuder
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Sublest Mal" Females Total
(N''') (N~") (N-SO)
Illw! m ID.!!! m M!!!! m
Vocabulary 722.61 27.47 722.88 38.43 722.69 3\.06
Reading Comprehension 735.]6 34.31 740.38 30.75 737.00 32.95
Mathematics 736.45 45.41 745.00 ]5.18 739.24 42.16
Un8"'8" 683.58 35.07 693.56 29.04 686.84 33.26
Table Iii· Analysu orV.nance Summaries ofCAAT Subtests Examining the Main
Effects of Gender
Sabtest SS df MS Prob.ofF
Vocebuhuy 1.865 1.865 .002 .966
Reading Comprehension 334.092 334.092 .305 .584
Mathematics 1013.«5 1013.445 .650 .424
Language 1211.227 1211.227 1.132 .293
Research Question 3: Does tbe interaction of age and gender h.ave an effect on
scorts obtained on the eAAT!
Table 7 presents a cross tabulation afthe mean scaled eAAT subtest scores and
standard deviations by age and gender. Females younger than 25 years of age scored
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highest on the Vocabulary subtest whereas females 25 years crage and older scored the
lowest on this subtest. Males younger than 2S yean of age scored marginally higher on
the Reading Comprehension and Mathematics subtests. whereas males 25 years ofage and
older scored the lowest on these subtesu. On the Language subtest, the scores were
similar for all groups except for males aged 25 or over who had much lower scores. In
fact, the latter group had the lowest mean scores on each of the Reading Comprehension.
Mathematics and Language subtests.
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However, an analysis ofvariance did not reveal any significant differences based
on gender and age group on any of the GAAT subtestJ (see Table 8). Only on the
Mathematics subtest were the scores marginal in this respect (r.OS5). confirming that
males 2S and over were perhaps the least successful OD this part aCthe GMT. Overall
though, the GMT did not reveal any significant differences based on age and gender.
Table 8- Analysis arVan_nce Summaries ofeMT Subtest Scores by
Gender and Age Group
SS
Vocabulary 44.383
Reading Comprehension 525.473
Mathematics 6040.894
Language 1441.494
d' MS
44.383 .043
525.473 .419
6040.894 3.877
1441.494 1.347
Prob. ofF
.836
492
.055
.252
RCSdirch Question 4: IJ there a relationship between CPA in college and GAAT
scores!
Research Question 5: What is the impul of age and gender on the relationship
between CPA in college and eMT scores?
Table 9 presents the correlation coefficients between the scaled SGOres on the four
subtests of the GAAT and college GPA taking age and gender into consideration. No
significant positive correlations were Found for the total sample. In Fact, a significant
negative correlation was observed between the Reading Comprehension subtesl scores
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and GPA. This result was also observed for the younger and male student populations.
These results suggests that, for these populations, lower scores on the Reading
Comprehension subtest are associated with higher grades in college, or conversely, higher
scores on this subtest are associated with lower grades in college.
Table 9 - Correlation Coefficients and Respective Probability Levels Between Scaled
Scores on CAAT Subtesls aDd CoUtge GPA by Age and Gender.
Ageio Years Gender Total
Subtest <25 >25 Males Females
C lJ!J C lJ!J C lJ!J C lJ!J C lJ!J
Vocabulary -.12 (.68) -.10 (.68) .ll (.64) -.19 (.54) -.OS (.75)
Reading -.65 (.0\°) -.18 (.48) -.54 (.02*) -.29 (.34) -.38 (.03*)
Comprehension
Mathematics .02 (.95) .06 (.81) 17 (.46) .08 (.80) .04 (.79)
Language .24 (.39) .10 (.70) 20 (.42) -.IS (.62) .16 (.39)
Note: .p~ .OS
Overall. there appears to be very little relationship between GPA in college and
eAAT scores with the exception ofthe Reading Comprehension subtest oflhe CAAT. A
funher analysis by age and gender revealed only significant relationships between GPA in
college and scores of the under 25 year age group and for males on the Reading
Comprehension CAAT subtest.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAnONS
This reseanili component addressed whether any age and/or gender differences
existed in performance on the eAAT, and whether the eAAT was an effective assessment
tool for predicting college GPA for mature students.
The results of this study suggest that the eAAT is a poor predictor of college GPA
for the mature student population. Not only was there an absence of a significant positive
correlation between the scaled scores achieved on the fOUf subtests aflhe eAAT and
overall GPA in the total sample, a significant negative correlation between Reading
Comprehension and GPA was observed. A significant negative correlation between
Reading Comprehension scores and overall average was also observed for younger
students and males. These findings suggest that for these two specific populations, lower
scores on the Reading Comprehension subtests are associated with higher overall averages
in college or higher scores on the Reading Comprehension subtest are associated with
lower overaU averages in co11ege. Based on these findings, it appears that the scores
achieved on the CAAT test are not a good predictor ofgrades achieved in college. The
results of this study are in accordance with the beliefs ofMouw and Khanna (1993) and
Palmer (1987) who state that the predictive validity of entrance tests are questionable at
"
The results of the study also suggest that younger students score better than older
studeots, but such scores are only significantly higher DO the Matbematics subtest ofthe
CAAT. Ho'WeYer, it is DOt conclusive CO say that this test is biased against older students.
Because the inttl"D. was unable 10 obtain information on the Ievd ofeducation ofeach
subject. this may have becu a confounding variable which influenced this results. If the
older students had less education than the younger students. this factor could have
influenced the results.. not age. Regardless, Zeidencr (1987). Moffat (1993), and Merantc
(1993) state-that results on standardized tests have poor predictive validity, particularly for
the older student population. Given dw these students have been out ofschool for a
longer period of time than younger students, poorer results on tests of aptitude or
achievement should perhaps be expected ofolder students.
The results of the study found no significant gender differences in scores obtained
00 the eMT. Although fem&lcs, u a group, scored higher than males on aU subtests of
the eMT, the differences were not significanL
What is perhaps ofmore importance than the findings of the ability ofthe eMT
test to predict coUegc GPA. is the immediate implicatiOfU of scores achieved on the
eMT test itself. A5 stated earlier in this repon, low scores on any 5lIbtest of the eAAT
can result in a student being denied access into the program for which they arc applying.
Ifscores on the eAAT are a poor predictor of overall average in college. it is possible thaI
thefe arc students who may be denied access Inlo a programs al Cabol in which they could
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have met with success. This would support the claim ofMouw and Khanna (1993) who
state that SO percent of those students who were predicted to faiL based on entrance test
sccres actually succeed in coUege.
Being denied access into programs at the College may also have detrimental cITects
on the self-esteem ofprospective students. Many aCtbe mature students applying to
Cabot have not completed high school and met with academic failure in the past. Failure
to achieve the minimum scores deemed appropriate by the college may indirectly convey
the meaning that these students are not capable of pursuing a post-secondary education.
A3 the literature review suggests. this may certainly not be the case.
RttommcndBtjon,
To those who enrol in the M.Ed. Program in Educational Psychology at Memorial
University, the intem makes the following recommendations:
1. Serious consideration should be given to the valuable pnu:tical experience which
Dlay be obtained through. proressionally supervised internship.
2. Potential interns should choose an internship seuing whicb most closely
approximales Ihe 1:ype of setting where tbey ex-pecllo be employed.
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Based upon the research results of this study, other recommendations include;
3. To addras fbe limiutioDI of this study, c.bot personnel should continue
admioisttriog the eMT 10 mature Itudeotl but, at the same time, go b.ack to the
former method of admipiolll for mature .tudents. Once an acceptable number of
mature students who have written the eAAT test and completed a year of course work at
Cabot, the study could be repeated to determine the effectiveness of the eAAT in
predicting GPA for all mature students. lfscores obtained on the CAAT are found to be
a poor predictor ofcollege GPA, then the instrument should 00 longer be used for this
>"'PO"'.
4. HtbiJ study is to be repeated, the level o(previous educational attainment should
be c::ontroUed for when comparing the perfonnance of dilTerent age groups on the
GMT.
5. Cabot penonnel should continue administering the eMT to mature students,
but use the results (or tbe purpose orinfonning students or their current level of
academk proficiency.
Although. the eAAT may not be an effective tool for predicting college GPA. it is
both a valid and reliable test, based on the data from The Psychological Corporation
..
(1988). By administc:rins the eMT to 1llIlJ.1re studeots and informing these students of
their scores and the imp6cations of these scores" the college can at least be assured that
those students who wrote the test were made fully aware oftheir academic capabilities and
readiness upon c:ntly into the program. This would be especially appropriate for those
individuals who score so poorly on the CAAT that the chances of them meeting with
success in COUcge would be very slim. Abo, it could be used to recommend remedial
courses ofaction in terms ofacademic upgrading prior to program entrance.
6. Tbe administration and luidance collnsellon at tbe community colleges interpret
the CAAT scores of older !Qatan: studenu 'fVit.h extreme caution.
The results orlhis and otheT studies suggest that younger students., as a group,
score higher" than older studenu on admissions entrance tests. However, the literature
suggests that for okIer students. aptitude and achievement tests are poor ptedicton of
coIJege OPA Administration should k.eep this in mind when making admissions' decisions
that arc based solely on eMT scores. In addition, career counsellors should infonn these
students oCtile poor predictive validity ofthe CAAT for this age group and dispel. any
false beliefs that these studenll may have about the meanings ofeMT scores.
7. Where possible. entry .utumenC should indude mUltiple meaSUf"eJ to incru.se
the likdibood of aceunlle and fair admissions dedsioDL
6.
a. At kut ODe of these .ultip&e lDeasUres iDdudc • aoa·tradit'onal measure such u
Idf-coacept lUIaIIDUt, iIItdleduai sdf-coarufeatt, sdr-atee.... lPaturity, nd
modv.tioa.
As. staled in the literature review section of this report, the use of multiple
measures is essential to accurate and equitable placement (Cohen & Friedlander, 1989).
Other measures might include information related to college study and auitude such as
educational goals, importanCe of college to students, years out ofschool. number of hours
working, career- and study skills. Self-concept assessments, intellectual seIf-<:onfidence.
self-esteem. maturity and motivation arc also variables which arc thought to be of extreme
impoftance when making admissions decisions (Bray, 1981; Cohen, 1990; Armstrong,
1991; Morante, 1987; Hirsch, 1987).
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My DMIC iJ.JoboF~_I am. a anduaIe studc::at ill. tbc Fat:u!ty ofEGK::acioD, Memorial
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